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. Play Pro Evolution Soccer 3 for
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multiplayer support across

mobile platforms. Pro Evolution
Soccer 3 delivers the1. Field of

the Invention The present
invention relates to a digital
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signal processor and more
particularly to a digital signal

processor provided with an SID-
pipelined delay locked loop
circuit which eliminates or

reduces a power consumption. 2.
Description of the Prior Art In

general, a digital signal processor
(hereinafter, simply referred to as
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"DSP") is used in the form of a
device for outputting sound

signals according to digital signal
processing. The DSP processes
digital signals generated from

outside and outputs the processed
signals to an external sound
reproducing apparatus. The

operation of the DSP is divided
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into an instruction processing
stage and a data processing stage.

In the instruction processing
stage, the DSP is supplied with

various instructions, which
designates an operation to be
performed in accordance with

various programs, from an
external apparatus, such as a host
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computer and a monitor. In the
data processing stage, the DSP
executes instructions received
from the instruction processing

stage, to perform operation
corresponding to various sound

signals. Conventionally, the
instruction processing stage

receives a series of instruction
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data, such as basic programs,
intermediate programs and

instruction tables, in a specific
clock, that is, a general clock, in

real time through a main memory
to provide the data to the DSP. A
program execution in real time by
the DSP requires a large number

of arithmetic operations. As a
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result, the DSP consumes a great
amount of current. Consequently,
the current consumed in an initial

period of the program is larger
than the one in a last period of

the program. In view of the above
disadvantage, a method for

improving program execution
efficiency by executing an
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instruction with an instruction
table previously stored in the

DSP is proposed. An SID (Sound
Interface Device) having a
program stored therein is
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
5,180,938 to Minato et al.

entitled: SOUND SYSTEM. The
SID includes an SID synchronous
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pipeline for executing
instructions. An SID instruction

table storing instructions of
various programs for respective

sound signals is stored in the SID
synchronous pipeline. In this

system, a program is retrieved
from the SID instruction table

based on an address of the sound
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signal for executing the
instructions, thereby improving
program execution efficiency of
the DSP. When the program is
executed, the DSP generates an

instruction decoding result,
which is sent 3e33713323
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